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Why is legal recognition of gay and lesbian 
relationships needed?
In Victoria the Equal Opportunity Commission (EOC) has recently 
released a discussion paper focusing on same-sex relationships and the 
law. In particular, the paper focuses on the failure o f the law to recognise 
same-sex relationships in almost all situations.1 W hile the E qual O p
portun ity A c t 1995  (the Act) protects individuals from discrimination 
based on their ‘lawful sexual activity’ (including sexual preference), the 
Act includes within it a number o f invidious exceptions and exem p
tions (som e o f which were discussed in this journal in ‘Except for 
you ...and you ...and you’ (1995) 20 A lt.L J  196). One such excep
tion covers ‘anything done in com pliance with another A ct’. This 
would not be problematic if  it were not for the heterosexist bias o f  
our legal system, which has resulted in legislative recognition of  
relationships being confined to heterosexual couples. Lesbian and gay 
relationships are expressly excluded from recognition in numerous 
areas, from intestacy to IVF, superannuation to social security. In some 
areas o f the law, this can benefit lesbians and gay men. For example, 
social security payments are reduced or removed where one has a 
legally recognised ‘spouse’ —  currently limited to a person o f the 
opposite sex. However, in many areas gay men and lesbians are 
detrimentally affected  by discrim inatory le g is la tiv e  regim es, 
which produces not only financial but social effects. Continued 
denial o f sam e-sex relationships continues social prejudice against 
lesbians and gay men, sending the age-old m essage that ‘your rela
tionships are not as good as ours’.

It should be noted that sexuality and, in particular, same-sex relation
ships, is the one area o f life where the law remains expressly discrimi
natory. In relation to other important aspects o f an individual’s identity, 
legislation no longer expressly excludes people from access to benefits 
or services on the basis o f gender, race, ethnicity or disability, except 
where special needs services are set up for disadvantaged groups. 
Indeed, it would generally be regarded as abhorrent to legislate to 
exclude, for example, interracial couples from access to IVF, or to 
exclude people with disabilities from access to their partner’s super
annuation benefits. Yet, in these two areas, as in many others, people 
in sam e-sex relationships are excluded from access to benefits and 
services simply on the basis o f their sexual preference. Such dis
criminatory legislative regimes need to be altered to put all Victori
ans on an equal footing under Victorian law, regardless o f their 
sexual preference. The EOC’s discussion paper is thus w elcom e as 
a first step in Victoria to address these issues. (At the Commonwealth 
level, the first step was taken with the introduction o f the Sexuality 
Discrimination Bill into the Senate by Senator Sid Spindler. That Bill 
is now under consideration by the Senate Legal and Constitutional 
References Committee).
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The EOC’s discussion paper
Problem s with the current legislative position

The EOC’s discussion paper is short and to the point. It 
identifies at least 26 State Acts and 17 Commonwealth Acts 
which exclude gay and lesbian relationships from their ambit 
—  including the E qual O pportunity A ct itself, which protects 
people from discrimination on the basis o f their ‘marital 
status’, but defines ‘de facto spouse’ as ‘a person who is 
living with a person o f the opposite sex as if  they were 
married although they are not’. The EOC acknowledges that 
this legislative discrimination undermines the ability o f the 
E qual O pportunity A c t to protect lesbians and gay men from 
discrimination. The discussion paper goes on to outline a 
number of areas where lesbians and gay men suffer discrimi
nation with respect to their relationships: death of partner, 
issues involving children, superannuation, taxation, relation
ship breakdown and the criminal law.

Argum ents fo r  and  against recognition o f  sam e-sex  
relationships

The EOC canvasses in a thoughtful fashion the arguments for 
and against legal recognition o f same-sex relationships. The 
arguments for are fairly standard:

•  equal protection of the law;

•  changing social attitudes;
•  furthering the objectives of the Act;

•  international human rights obligations; and

•  the inability o f gay men and lesbians to choose marriage 
as a form o f commitment.
What is not said is that many lesbians and gay men want 

to have their relationships recognised (perhaps this is as
sumed). The arguments against are more interesting and 
commendable, in that the arguments against fail to trot out 
the usual homophobic prejudice raised by the Right:

•  the definition o f de facto relationship is generally based 
on financial dependence and a requirement that the parties 
live together —  these factors may not be present in many 
lesbian and gay relationships;

•  simple comparison o f same-sex relationships with oppo
site-sex relationships may fail to recognise differences 
between these forms o f relationship;

•  recognition o f same-sex relationships in a way modelled 
on heterosexual relationships may be seen as an endorse
ment o f a patriarchal mode o f relationship;

•  recognition o f same-sex relationships may disadvantage 
many lesbians and gay men, particularly those already 
economically disadvantaged through loss or reduction of 
social security benefits; and finally

•  many lesbians and gay men do not want their relationships 
recognised by the state.

The possib le ways in which recognition could occur

The EOC discussion paper outlines a number of legislative 
regimes recognising same-sex relationships in other jurisdic
tions, including the ACT, some US municipalities, the Scan
dinavian countries and The Netherlands. These models 
generally use a relationship register (where recognition is 
optional), rather than a de facto model (where recognition is 
automatic upon fulfilling certain criteria). The EOC itself 
suggests four possible models for recognition o f lesbian and 
gay relationships: de facto recognition (modelled on hetero

sexual de facto regimes); piecemeal reform o f all discrimi
natory legislation; a relationship register; and marriage.

Comment
Different people will, o f course, take different views on the 
issue o f legal recognition o f lesbian and gay relationships. 
Even within the lesbian and gay community (if such an entity 
can be identified), views differ. Some lesbians and gay men 
want the works —  the right to marry and recognition in 
exactly the same ways in which heterosexual relationships 
are recognised. Others are distrustful o f the state, or see no 
need for state validation of their significant relationships. 
These differences need to be taken into account in formulat
ing reform strategies for addressing same-sex relationship 
recognition.

It is convenient, in assessing the options put forward by 
the EOC, to address each in turn, although not in the order in 
which they are dealt with in the discussion paper.

M arriage
Marriage is a convenient place to begin, as it is the most easily 
rejected suggestion o f those put forward by the EOC. Mar
riage as a solution should be rejected for three primary 
reasons: first, because o f the legal difficulties associated with 
a state regulating marriage; second, because o f the strategic 
difficulties I foresee in obtaining same-sex marriage rights; 
and third, because o f the strong ideological arguments 
against adopting a model so imbued with heterosexual, gen
dered and religious overtones.

First, it must be emphasised that marriage is a Common
wealth matter, regulated by the M arriage A c t 1961  (Cth) and 
thus not one that can be dealt with by the States.2 Further
more, even at the Commonwealth level there are some sug
gestions that s.5 l(xxi) would not permit the Commonwealth 
to legislate for recognition of lesbian and gay marriage, as 
this is outside the notion o f ‘marriage’ used in that section. 
In my view, such an interpretation o f s.51(xxi) is incorrect, 
but there is certainly a degree of doubt on the issue. Second, 
from a practical point o f view the battle to achieve inclusion 
in the traditional, often religious institution of marriage would 
be a fraught one, which probably would not only produce a 
backlash from the conservative and religious Right, but also 
divide the lesbian and gay community. This division would 
result from the ideological objections to marriage.

The ideological objections to lesbian and gay marriage are 
several. Some are arguments used both against marriage and 
against legal recognition generally, and are mentioned above. 
Many arguments, however, are specific to marriage. For 
example, it is often argued from a feminist perspective that 
marriage is an inherently patriarchal institution that has op
pressed women for centuries, and that lesbians and gay men 
should not buttress the legitimacy o f that institution by 
seeking to join it.3 Furthermore, it is pointed out that marriage 
has by definition excluded lesbians and gay men and so is 
inherently discriminatory. The counter argument is that by 
including previously excluded relationships, we might fun
damentally alter the oppressive nature o f marriage;4 however, 
those who see marriage as a problematic institution rarely 
believe that it can be reformed simply by including gay and 
lesbian relationships which mimic straight married relation
ships in terms o f monogamy, life-time commitment and 
interdependence.5

Other ideological objections include the privileging o f  
certain relationship forms that will result from adopting
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marriage as an institution. Marriage will favour those whose 
relationships look like heterosexual relationships, and create 
a hierarchy o f relationships within the gay and lesbian com
munity.6 It might be argued that such a hierarchy already 
exists; but marriage will enshrine such a hierarchy in law and, 
possibly, preclude unmarried couples from various legal 
benefits.

For these legal, strategic and ideological reasons, then, 
marriage is not an attractive option at present.

Piecem eal change

Piecemeal change should also be rejected, in my view, be
cause although it may be attractive in that it would allow us 
to consider in each particular instance what form o f relation
ship recognition is desirable, it would probably be a slow and 
fragmented process, achieving some gains but leaving many 
areas untouched. W hile this is also a problem with a strategy 
involving a single legislative regime, in that Parliament can 
provide for exceptions in various areas, a single legislative 
regime at least requires those who oppose recognition to 
justify any exceptions that are provided. Piecemeal change, 
on the other hand, would not necessarily place the same 
pressure on the Government to justify its failure to change 
certain legislative regimes, simply because action must be 
defended, but governments often succeed in avoiding justi
fying inaction.

Thus the choice is narrowed down to two options: a de 
facto or presumptive regime, which imposes recognition on 
certain relationships by virtue of certain criteria (generally 
cohabitation and emotional and economic interdependence); 
or a relationship register, which provides for legal recognition 
only of those who choose to register their relationships. In 
my view, this choice is a difficult one. There are persuasive 
arguments on both sides, which I will now address.

De fac to  recognition

The attraction o f the de facto model is that it treats lesbian 
and gay relationships in the same way as unmarried hetero
sexual relationships. It takes an existing, working model and 
utilises it, without any need to propose an entirely new and 
untried approach, which is attractive in terms of being prac
tically achievable. Furthermore, it does not require lesbians 
and gay men who want relationship recognition to take any 
step (other than asserting their relationship); if their relation
ship exhibits the relevant criteria, it will be recognised. This 
may be particularly useful for people who do not wish to 
make a public statement about their sexuality, but do wish to 
have legal protection in situations where relationship recog
nition is important, such as death or relationship breakdown. 
It will also be useful for those who simply do not get around 
to registering, or who do not understand what a failure to 
register might mean (given the large numbers of people, both 
heterosexual and lesbian or gay, who do not make wills out 
of inertia or lack of knowledge, this latter point is practically 
significant). Such a model will also potentially protect people 
who are in an economically weaker position within a rela
tionship —  for example, those who do not legally share 
ownership o f a joint home, yet who should have some claim  
to such property on the breakdown of the relationship. If 
relationship recognition were entirely voluntary, it would be 
possible for a person in an economically more powerful 
position to refuse registration, thereby denying their partner 
legal protection in the event o f a break-up. We cannot pretend 
that, unlike heterosexual relationships, such power differ
ences just do not exist in lesbian and gay relationships.

On the other hand, de facto recognition, at least if  we 
adopt the existing heterosexual model, will be both under and 
over-inclusive. It will catch lesbian and gay couples who 
simply do not want state intervention in their relationship (as 
it currently does with some heterosexual couples). And it will 
not catch lesbian and gay couples who do want legal recog
nition but who do not live together or have shared finances 
or exhibit traditional interdependency. In addition, it will 
require people to ‘come out’ to claim the benefit o f legal 
recognition —  and in a potentially intrusive fashion, in that 
a person will need to prove in a court a long-term, sexual 
relationship with their lover.

Furthermore, some of the ideological objections to rela
tionship recognition mentioned above will be pertinent: we 
will be mimicking heterosexual relationships and we will 
create a relationship hierarchy within the lesbian and gay 
community.

Relationship register
A relationship register is a solution that provides a voluntary 
system of relationship recognition. To that extent, it answers 
some o f the objections to de facto recognition. It would also 
allow us to develop a more open model o f relationship 
recognition, as there need be no set criteria for recognition: 
legal consequences would flow simply from a choice to 
nominate a particular relationship as significant, whether that 
relationship was ‘heterosexual-like’ or not, whether we live 
together or not, whether we have sex or not. Indeed, a more 
sophisticated system could allow us to nominate different 
people for different legal purposes: X  could be my ‘signifi
cant other’ for the purposes of medical issues, but Y might 
be for my superannuation benefits, although the likelihood 
of such a flexible system being included in legislation is 
remote. Furthermore, a relationship register offers a straight
forward way for people to prove their relationship, without 
having to resort to intrusive and perhaps difficult issues of 
evidence of sexual and financial connections and, possibly, 
litigation that would be required under a de facto recognition 
regime.

The disadvantages, however, are those identified as ad
vantages for a de facto model: some, perhaps many, people 
would not register; those with less economic power might be 
even further disadvantaged; and, a factor not mentioned 
above, a relationship register, even if  open to all people and 
all sorts o f relationships, might come to be seen as a second 
best option to marriage for lesbians and gay men: different 
and not equal. Finally, a relationship register involves the 
provision of information to an already powerful state and its 
surveillance apparatus —  an option not appealing to many 
in the lesbian and gay community. This last problem could 
be ameliorated, but not overcome, by the inclusion of careful 
confidentiality provisions.

A solution?
My suggested solution is a combination o f de facto recogni
tion and registration. This suggestion is put forward as an 
attempt to avoid the under-inclusive features o f both sys
tems. Put simply, registration of relationships would be the 
recognition mechanism during the life o f a relationship. If, 
during the life of a relationship, we are willing to assert that 
relationship before the law and to the state, this can best be 
done by voluntary registration, rather than by a presumptive 
mechanism requiring often lengthy and intrusive attempts to 
prove that we satisfy certain criteria.7 However, there should 
also be a safety net for those who do not register their
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relationships. This could be done by providing for de facto 
recognition when a relationship ends. For, as mentioned 
above, we cannot assume that there are no economic in
equalities in lesbian and gay relationships; nor should people 
be penalised for failing to register their relationship, for 
whatever reason. If a relationship ends without registration, 
then de facto recognition should be accorded in areas such as 
division o f property, child support and parenting,8 intestacy 
and testator’s family maintenance. Registration would pro
vide the easiest method o f proving the existence of a recog
nised relationship at the end o f a relationship —  but it would 
not be the only method.

Under this model, a relationship register would be estab
lished for people to register any relationship, whether that 
relationship conformed to heterosexual relationship patterns 
or not. De facto status, on the other hand, is probably most 
easily achieved if  we aim for simple inclusion in the existing 
heterosexual model. I suggest this not because I think that 
model is appropriate, but because I think that form of recog
nition is achievable; and more achievable than seeking at this 
point to broaden the definition o f de facto recognition, either 
for lesbians and gay men only or more generally.

This proposal is not perfect; indeed, I have misgivings 
about buying into the dominant model o f couple-recognition 
that prevails in our social and legal systems. However, it 
seems to me that this is achievable (though not without 
struggle), while to seek a revolution in social attitudes so as 
to achieve a radically different legal approach to relationship 
issues is not achievable, at least in the short term. And, in the 
meantime, there are many lesbians and gay men who are 
seriously disadvantaged by the refusal o f the state to recog
nise their relationship.

The Significant Personal Relationships Bill 
1997 (NSW)
In NSW, Clover Moore, independent member for Bligh, has 
put forward a private member’s Bill which seeks to do 
something similar to that which I have proposed. It provides 
for legal recognition o f two kinds o f relationship: a ‘recog
nised relationship’, being one where two people register their 
relationship in a way similar to marriage (no other criteria 
need be satisfied) (see c l.6 and Part 2, Division 2); and a 
‘domestic relationship’, being a relationship where two peo
ple live together or, if  living apart, do not live apart on a 
permanent basis or share a common household for significant 
periods o f their lives or otherwise share their lives (see cl.7). 
The B ill then provides that both forms o f relationship 
(whether heterosexual or homosexual) will be granted the 
same rights and responsibilities presently granted to hetero
sexual de facto relationships, and the current D e F acto R ela 
tionships A c t 1984  (NSW ) will be repealed.9 However, there 
is one key exception: same-sex couples will not be granted 
the right to adopt children.10

The Bill sets out a detailed regime governing the recogni
tion, consequences and termination o f significant personal 
relationships. It is beyond the scope o f this article to assess 
this regime here, but it certainly provides a useful model, save 
for its exclusion o f adoption.

Conclusion
The EOC’s review o f discrimination against people in same- 
sex relationships is to be welcomed. However, it is just the 
beginning o f the process and will not produce instant change; 
indeed, with a coalition government in control o f both
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Houses o f the Victorian Parliament, a degree o f scepticism  
about the likelihood o f change is permissible, particularly 
given that new legislation was recently enacted which per
mits de facto heterosexual couples access to reproductive 
technologies, but continues to exclude lesbian couples from 
accessing such services.11

Ultimately, it is my view there are problems with all the 
models for relationship recognition proposed by the EOC in 
its discussion paper; indeed there are problems with the 
emphasis our legal system places on sexual coupledom in its 
recognition o f relationships generally, and these problems 
will not be alleviated by adding in gay and lesbian sexual 
couples to the existing system. However, the pragmatist in 
me recognises that this broader problem will not be easy to 
change; and in the meantime, lesbians and gay men are 
suffering because o f a lack of legal recognition. Hence, I 
support change to recognise our relationships, but I do not 
see such change, once achieved, as the end o f the struggle.

I also think that we need to be sensitive to the diversity o f  
views in the lesbian and gay community about whether and 
how to recognise our relationships. And I think we need to 
be aware o f power imbalances that occur in most, if  not all, 
relationships which may mean that the more vulnerable 
members o f our community may be disadvantaged by a 
totally voluntary regime. Hence, my proposed solution is a 
combination of de facto or presumptive recognition, applica
ble in times of relationship breakdown, death or medical 
emergency, and relationship registration, applicable at any 
time while the relationship is in existence.

It must be acknowledged, however, that the Victorian 
Parliament, even if  it demonstrates a willingness to effect 
legislative change, cannot affect areas where the Common
wealth has legislated, such as superannuation, immigration, 
taxation and child support and access after a relationship 
breaks down. Furthermore, it is likely that, in the current 
political climate, the Victorian Parliament will not extend 
relationship recognition to lesbians and gay men in areas 
within its jurisdiction involving children, such as reproduc
tive technologies and adoption. Nonetheless, we should push 
for full recognition— and we must continue to place pressure 
at the Commonwealth level for changes to areas within the 
Commonwealth’s control.
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